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"This stud;y deals 'td. th the principle aDd application ot a ..u.ad 
. -

ot measuring the stresses al"'UDd a rock gallar,r. 

"The measuring principle couists of cutting a dN1D 1D a p11e17 

-n, obserrlng the correspoDdilag stress leaseni.,., ~ reetorlDc \lla 

1D1t:l.al ~ate of stress by m-.ns of a FreresiMt flat jack. the appU

c tion of this method in the llastem. iroD-on .S..S law &1~ ~ 

1Dg results. In particular, ther oontil'a tbl ftl1d1t7 ot tM eluUo 

~thesis in these mines and eD&ble tbe ........m. of \be *••• 
within the mass to be •de ·.ore accurateq thaD b,r tbe uaal ..u..u. 
F1 naJ l~ 1 b;y means of illlproveJilfllts, llhich do DOt UlldolJ' C01911cate 1Jia 

teat pertomance, c~~lete intol"'ation on the el.ut1c cbaacterlat.lca 

ot the miDeral. 'llllq be obtained. • 
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Introduction 

Great progress has been realized since the beginning of this cen

tury in the construction methods concerning underground works 1 in _both 

civil engineering and mining fields. Mine working particularly bas 

evolved considerably in the past twenty-five to thirty years. This 

progress is due to systematic research in more economical methods through 

improvement of the material used and a mre rational utilization of tbe 

mechanical properties of the terrai n. 

Thus, either to detemine the optimum thickness of a galler;y· lln

ing, or to undertake more productive mining p;rocedures, knc?w:ledge of the 

earth pressures is essential. The purpose of the flat jack test is to 

measure the stresses in unbroken rock in the vicinity of the galler.y ~. 

The principle of this test 'WaS first considered in the course ot 

conversations that the authors had with Mr. Tincelin IJ.ngenieur, Services 

techniques des Mines de Fer de 1 1Est - Engineer, Technical Services of 

the Eastern Iron Hiney, regarding problems presented to the •Laboratoires 

de Bi'timent et des Travaux Publics" - ~uilding and Public ll>rks Labora

toriey by" the "Chambre Syhdicale des Mines de fer de France" ~orraittee 

of the Iron Mines of Francy. 

The study made in the laboratory belongs in the province of reH&l"Ch 
. , 

on rock media that was started at the request ot •Bl.ectricite de France" 

L!lectricity Co. of Franc!J. 
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I. - Classical indirect measurements 

A. Generalities 

The pressures within a rock mass are generally deduced from the 

measurement of strain of the material in place. The various phases ot 

the operation are as follows: 

(1) A part of the rock in place is isolated so as to tree it from 

the stresses to which it laS SUbjec-;ed_, ·aoo then. its deforiiJiatiOD8 are:.-
Jlleasuted. 

( 2) The laws are determined according to which the stresses and 

strains are related in the case under consideration. 

(3) The stress is deduced from the observed strain. 

B. Measurement of deformation 

The first phase presents relatively little difficulty. However, 

in spite of the wide range of ext.ensometers that the experimenter J1JBI' 

have at his disposal, the strain measurement has no universal solution. 

The choice of the strain base and of the sensitivity ot ·the extensome-

ter is generally i mposed by' the problem to be solved and by' the nature 

ot the material; inconsistent conditions are brought about, to say 

nothing of the difficulties resulting from interfering factors such as 

moisture or creep·. Nevertheless, a trained experimenter may hope to 

obtain measurements that can be used in most cases. 

c. Strain-stress relations 

a) Elastic hypothesis. 

The second phase is by far .the most critical. One allEYS tries 

to deal with the con~~t of the elastic medium, ldlose conditions are 

recalled as follows: 



•I 

., 

The Mdium is: 

The strains are: 

in the n~tral state 

in equiJ.ibrium 

homogeneous 

isotropic 

{

smll 

linear 

reversible 

b) Discussion ot the hypotheses. 

Obv:loua]To these conditions are almost never rigorouaq tul.t1llecl 

in the rock masses, even though compact. On the other hand, it these 

bJpotheses are approached close enough, two coetticients are sutticieat 

to characterise the deformability of the medium: Young's 110dulu aDil 

Poisson's ratio • 
. 

1:1(1) Bomogmeity.-The necessity tor ~mog~eity is eaq to cia.oD-

strate. In a heterogeneous mass, the modulus of elasticity varies with 

the measurement base C"r, what amounts to the same thing, 14th the volume 

tested. Thus a granite gneiss studied in the. laboratoey gave the tollcnr

iDI resultsa 

2001 000 kg/cri b.Y setting UDder resonance a pria..tic H'lpl.e 

1$ em long. 

2SO,ooo to 3$01 000 kg/ca2 by Jl8asuring the detor.tions with a 

COmparatOr On a 1$ I Cll base. 

600,000 kgJcm2 by measuring the deformations vith electrical 

" extensometers on a 1 ca base. 

7001 00<)ivca2 
-.xilllum ob~in8d by direct .asur-ent ot the ·•· . speed of sound, the base being tree troa tis8Ul'H. 
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Like1d.se 1 the Tignes quartzite behaved . in the laborator;y as an 

isotropic material of .5901000 kgjcm2 modulus, libereaa the jack ten .ade 

on the rock in place, dealing with a mass of the order of a •ter, bas 

shown an in-place modulus of o~ 1001 000 kg/cm2• 

These results IIUst not be interpreted as the ettect ot diaperlliCD 1 

but as the manifestation of a complex phenomenon, that ot the detol'll&tion 

ot a fissured natural material. 

The cho).ce among these values depends upon the problem; eri~entq 

it will not be · tt e same tor the interpretation of •easur...ta 111.th tbe 

electrical extensometer as for the computation of the det~tion ot an 

arch-dam support. 

When the mass is not homogeneous, Poisson's ratio 1d.ll be subject 

to variations similar to the preceding ones; the lll8&aureii8Dts vill be 

subject to much larger related errors. 

(2) Isotropy - The question of isotropy is still 110re intricate 

because the anisotroptic intlue11ce is difficult to take into account in 

an elastic co~~putation. However, at times a direct ••sureact ot de

tonation my be sutticientJ tor example, tor a d.ple coll!pression _in 

one direction, With measure•nt ot. ~he ~ .. ~~ted longitud11141 and trans-

versal deformations. It the test is made again tor ano~her direction, tt 

possl.bq in a preferred orientation the estimation of tbe materiai t 8 • .. ~ 
&Di,sotrow will be p9ssible. On the other hand, 'When a method ot in-.,. 

direct Jl8asur-nt is appliedl·.the greatest care is necessar,r; thua, ·. ~- ..;, 

·when cme atta.pts t6 <leduc~ .. the modulus ot elasticity- of tbe rock ~ 
the aeasurement of the speed of so~· propagation, the collpUtation gives 

the YOUDg 1s IIOdulua ~Poisson's ratio onq it the elastic blpotheliis · . . . . . . 



applies. So1 in the course of measurements of the speed of sound propa

gation in rocks, the determination of Poisson's ratio •s made tor a 

slate, and was foWld to be negative ~n perpendicular to the bedding, 

and o. 35 when parallel to the bedding; whereas a limestone collected at 

the same locality gave in the same directions 0.43 and 0.45. Such results 

are evide~~ worthlesSJ this happens frequent~. It is 1110st regrettable 

because Poisson's ratio is frequent~ referred to in computations of 

elasticity. 

(3) Deformations - small, linear, reversible. - The detormtiona 

lbich are measured with the various current extensometers are sufficient]¥ 

small. On the other hand, they are not al~s linear; the rocks 811bjectecl 

to pressure pzottsent a plastic phase prior to rupture, the importance ot . 

lihich should not be neglected. Theories mat which perait the verifica-

tion of plastic phenomena in the solution of siaple probleJIIS. Then oDe 

call tey to at~dy the detormability under stress conditions close to the 
.; .. 

real case, asSUiling a first estimtion of the result sought and a solu

tion through successive approximations. However 1 it ia more easi~ said 

than done. Fina~, in mea8Ul"8111811t.s where the detorDations are all iD 

the same direction, llr. Mandel has shown that it is possible to extend 

the elastic equatipns to the case of irreversible deformations../ 

I I '""' _ Mandel, J., Deformations et contraintes dans lea llilieux a trotte-

ment interne: Travaux, June 19481 p. 297. 
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D. General heterogeneity 

A last cause of error will be mentioned: the mechanical character

istics of rocks vary very rapid4" from place to place within a mass. Con

sequently, it is necessary to study the deformability on the same material 

that was used for the measurement of deformation, which is not allllYS 

possible. 

n. Direct measurements 

A. Generalities 

This rapid review, although very incomplete, shows the significance 

of a direct measurement of stresses. 

B. Restoration under press method 

The first idea was to cut a block of rock previously p:r:ovid~ vith 

extensometers and to restore the st.resse~ under a press in th$ laboratory. 

The principle is simple but the realization is difficult: the block has 

to be cut off from t~e mass, to be sent to the laboratory, inevitably to 

be cut again in order to adapt it to the press, and these operations have 

to be performed without creating aey fissures and without touching the 

extensometers. Any engineer lilo has had to deal with providing rock 

samp:tes to a laboratory knows that these operations are not without risk. 

Moreover, because the expansion occurs in tw directions, the 

phenomenon calls for the stud;y of tw parameters, which~ in principle, 

necessitates two equations of deformation. 

c. Flat jack method 

a) Description of the test (fig. 1). 

The state of deformation of the rock having been registered b7 means 

of vibrating strings, which are reliable even in a wet medium, a rectangu

lar slot 2 to 3 em high is made in a plane of principal stress. A nat 
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jack, Freyssinet type, with the same dimensions as the slot, is inserted 

into it and sea1ed. The state of initial deformation is then restored. 

The necessary pressure 1 independent:cy from aey elastic hYi)othesis, •a-
. i • 

• • . : 0 

sure·s the principal stress of the rock tin p~ce, ina~mch as the ·thick-

ness of the jack in negligible in relation to its length. 
. . . 

on:cy two hypotheses remain to be madaa 

First hypothesis - The pressure tra,n.smitted by the flat jack can 
. . 

be substituted for the field of stresses transmitted by ·the rock. 

Second hlPothesis-A~~~ state of stresses corresponda 

to a state of deformation· of the roc~. 
. . 

A discussion of these t110 ~theses folloWil. 

b) Hypothesis of uni~orm pressure. 

The nat jack can only transmit a ~orm pre~sure, ·with the ucep

tion or the discontinuity due to the boundar,y zone ot the jack edge•• 

The test will be correct only it the field ot stresses -.s itself. \1Dit01"11 

and normal to the expansion ·plane_, lihich requires a cU:t .in a plane o~· · 
. . . 

princip&l. stress sutticiently shallow to assure tbat the stres• is COD-

stant in depth. 

. Besides, it 1Bilted1· . tbe direetion of ·the principal detoration• 

can ·be determined ·~ a_ pre]1mna.r.r _t.est. For that PUl'pOS~1 ~ee ex-

. t~oiaeters are Bet-in various orientations on t _he -u,. and the ·co..,lete 

expan_sion ot the ro'* ifJ · brought about b;r .ana ot an unbroken cirCular 

cut vhich surrounds the extensollaters, and 1mi.ch is deep _enough to gift 

the da~omations in thre~ directi~ns. The strain elli~e cant~ be 

dram, consequently the principal directions. Another method, used b;r 

·Hr. Tincelin, consists sillpq in mak~ a hole aDd •rld.Dg the .,.wtr.&.es 

ot the detora.tion. In an elastic · mass, the principal directions or 

8 · 
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atrea•• and deformatiODa ooiDcicSe. In u azd.aotr.opio •••• -~~ llap

peDB _is not too~ kDow. ,_. iut&Dcea 1Dllld NCl1lin a~~._,._ . ·. 
the authors have not ~roached, particW.&r:q if the pr1acipll. ·~~

of detormations do not co1DCicte 1d.th the .trees direot1au 11b1ob Jaw · 
• I 

preri.oual3 bee detenaiDed, tor·e...,le, aooord:J.Dc to oGUS.Mra~ ot 

ey.etry • . 
. . 

The variation of .at~•• ·in d11pth iD the aODe ot act1cia -~ tbe tla t, I 

jack is shovn by means ot piu.111th double 'fibntizla atrS.A~. ·• •••..,_ 

.ant of the pin rotatiODS ,-. pN8Ct oorreotlall ot tbe Nal\1. 

o) Value ot the criterion ot cletor.tioil. 

Let us uow coDSicler ta.e or1terioll ot cSetom&tiiD *- ·1111 lie .... · . . . . \ : . . 
' 

to atemine the ratvD to tb8 ild.tial eV.•• t1elcl. ODe ot , .. dlltift1- · · 
. ' 

ties to be foreseen ia .that oaUHCl b7 rock creep 1 a pb---. 1lldob oeo_.. · 

quite frequent~ 1D deep pl.leriea. A cune of detcn-abWtJ' ot a •'-lal.' 

vlth creep 111.11 be conaicleNd (fia. 2). BefJmd the preaaue P A' *lob ocir

reepoDde to poi.n.t A ot th~ curve (l.iDd.t ot el&nio clet ... u. .. ), t .. ..... . . . 
cteri&tes, the detor.bili~I" .. M. Let B be the po1at o~~ to 

: ·· • I 

the D&tval state in p~ at ·the beciiJDinc ot the t,-.t (~~ P~, ~ . 

foratioa D ). The open1Da of the slot ~-- ua ap6u1oD ad th8 ·liM -- B . . . 

drops to c. lllen the flat jackie put iato operat1GD1 .tbe et_.te ot detol"-

•tion pB' is obtained tor ~ - ~'~~,~e P
1

, wbich · .-- ~e 00111~ ~--
.-~· ·-. . . . . ' 

thAD pressure P B' wberetzoa a "'7 .S.cld.:fioaDt enor _, be ~ U 

the teet 1e not inte~ed ~. It ·1a ~abt tbat t~ .~A~fr 
_,. 'be eliatMted b7 contimd.ag to·. iDCreue tba pNBBUN. ill the ~- =u 
poiDt F 111 IW.cbed, ltl1ca. ··-COI'N.mu .to a ndd.a variatioD ot ta. cletorit. ' - - --~-· . . . . . . 

.· abiliv •• The sought pre.;...e .P8 _~• tbere -~ efteot eqaa1 ~ ~ pree8ve 

. ~p• If PF ia sllght}T ditt~--~ -·B~- it vUl ~ ~· ~··· c-... 
;.· ~~ ODe 111~ liP 1n OD \M safe n6 • . 
.. ' .. · .. 



This method is not suitable when the natural state corresponds to 

a point of the rectilinear section OA. 

to produce a new expansion such as GH. 

To check it, it is sufficient 

If D ) D , the creep case is foundJ 
H C 

if DH = D the elastic state is met. The sensitivity of the method is c . 
conne~ted with the expansion obtained P -- P which is related to the 

B C 
dimensions of the slit. 

It is thought .that in this regard the in place tests will be the 

best basis for judgement in defining the real importance of this phenom-

en on. 

D. ·Control of the method: laboratory test. 

a) Generalities. 

The test reported below made it possible to verit,y the operating 

conditions of the equipment and to control the results given by the test 

in place. 

b) Mode of operation. 

It was impossible, for economic reasons, to carry out in the lab

oratory the test as previously described, It would have been necessary 

to drill in a mass of large dimensions the seating for the jack am to 

exert high pressures on this mass. The ideal would have been to have 

several materials available, sholling various characteristics of deform-

ability. Very great expense l!JOul<! have been involved. Consequently 1 

the writers merely studied the extent to which the presence of a flat 

jack sealed in a concrete mass and subjected to a pressure equal to that 

applied to the rest of the Jli!I.SS modified the state of deformation of the 

mass in its immediate vicinity, 

To that effect, the test was organized as follo~a 
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A concrete mass had been cast· on the fioor of the large press of the 

la~oratory for previous tests. These tests had made it possible to deter

IU:-118 the elastic properties of the mass by various methods. This slab has 

served, without al)y modification, for the first part of the test. For the 

second part, a horizontal indentation of 40 x 23 an and 3 ern high 18S made 

in the free edge of the slab. The nat jack 16s cast into it in a quick

setting mortar bath, the upper surface being made even with the initial 

level of the mass. 

This r ectangular nat jack was built at the authors• request by the 

•Societe Technique pour 1 1Utilisation de 1a Pr~contrainte•. Because right 

angles produce excessive pressures, curvatures of 35 mm. exterior radius 

were subtituted. The rest of the construction is strictly classical (fig. 3) ~-

The pressure 'WaS provided by a hydraulic pump. 

A vibrating string -s sealed in the mass in the axis of the press and 

slightly set back in relation to the vertical boundary plane of the mass. 

The diag~arn shows its exact position and the general arrangement of the 

eqUipment (fig. 4). 

The 2, 000-ton [rnetri~7 jack, resting on the mass by means of r:J gid 
2 

steel chock of 1 m section., made it possible to pr~uce in the tlat jack 

zone a compression field of the order of 200 kg/cm2. 

c) Principle of the test. 

It 'WaS attempted to obtain a uniform pressure under the chock. To 

this end, two arrangements were tried., one consisting of setting the chock 

on a bed of fine sand_, the other of intercalating a wood fiooring 2 em · 

thick. This second method proved tO be much more effective than the first 

o~; however, considering the crushing undergone by the wood, it is prob

able that its effectiveness is not perfect in the field of strong pressures. 
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In the first part of the test, the pressure •s applied to the un

disturbed ma.ss and the defomations of the string were recorded as a 

function of the man pressure. 

In the second part, the deformabill ty •s studied in terms of the 

two variables: the mean general pressure and the pressure in the flat 
• 

jack. 

When the pressure in the flat jack is equal to the mean pressure 

applied on the surface of the chock, the two tests should give the aa. 

deformation for the same mean pressure. 

d) Results of the test 

(1) Behavior of the material. - The flat jack proved to be ot wry 

practical use. The double sensitivity pwnp made it possible to obtain a 

gradual variation of the pressure; however, the sensitiv111f of the manom

eter was insufficient, and that measurelD!'nt is essemial. The test in 

the field bas to be made with a manometer giving a sufficient precision 

in the range of the pressures to be measured; several JDRnometers could 

even be used. The flat jack l&s constructed for a Mxhanm pressure from 
2 2 

llO to 120 kg/em • From 100 kg/em on, leakages were observed which wre 

impossible to locate; however, they were slight enough that the pressure 

could be raised to 200 kg/cm2• The examination of the jack taken a1B7 

from the sealing at the end of the test, showad an illportant p8l"'laa18nt 

deformation of the plate on one of its faces, which was· cauaed b7 the 

presence of voids in the sealing. Consequently, the settiDg in the tielcl 

vlll have to be watched v~ry closeq. 
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(2) Results. - Diagram· no. 5 shows the results obtained. 

The sensit~vity is extremacy high. A variation ot pressure ot 100 

kg/cm2 in the t.l.at jack givl!s a deformation of the order ot 2or:lio-6, 
~ -6 

while a variation ot !:1 10 can be estimated without ditticult7. . It will 

be seen that the curves (pressure of the tlat jack vs. detorDBti<*l) are 

in effect straight; lines equal}Jr inclined with a perfect elastic return, 

the slight variations are to be ascribed to reading errors ot the manom-

eter. 

The diagJ"am shows that in the course of this tirst test the diver-

gences were as follows: 

Mean pressure in kg/cm2 .30 40 60 92.5 150 
- - -- - - - ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -
Di verg.ences · + 17% +.10% O% -'17% -18% 

In fact, the largest part ot these d:lvergences is not attributable 

to the method itself. Indeed, in the zone of pressures lower than 70 

kg/cm2, the strain curve related to the initial mass shows a concavity 

upward whereas a straight line should be expected instead; the difference 

may be ascribed to the lack of precision ot the manometric measur¥SDts 

in the range of relatively low pressures. 

On the other hand, in the range o£ high pressures, the initial com-

pression field is surely not uniform, the transmission through the wood 

nooring not being perfect 1 as mentioned previous}Jr. The central zone is 

consequently at a pressure lower than the mean pressure and the deforma

tion related to the initial mass must be smaller · than the deformation ob-

tained when the pressure in the tlat jack is equal to the mean pressure; 

this corresponds to the observations made. 
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Consequently, this test can be considered as satisfactory. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the fiat jack test, although far from being perfect, 

represents progress in the field of measuring earth pressures from the 

theoretical viewpoint (because it dispenses with the elastic hypotheses), 

as well as from the practical viewpoint, considering the adaptability and 

the ease of use of the necessary equipment, - equ.tpment that is in current 

use in large civil engineering 'WOrks. 

AI\Yhow, only the field tests will make it possible to judge the ef

fectiveness of this. method and to direct the research toward improvemen~so 
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~.eating ot the flat jack 

Fig. 1 Sketch of the test 
principle 
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Fig. 3. Sketch ot the flat jack 
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B. Steel chock c. Rigid.·plate 
Do Wood flooring E. Vibrating string 

F. Concrete rr..ass 

Fig. 4. General installation of the nat jack test 
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